INSTALLATION MANUAL
Cable installation in drag chains

The control cables in drag chains undertake an important task

chains must be conducted with great care. An ef cient usage

for the controlling and power technique, must be good synchro-

upon accurate and exact cable installation. The following basic

nized with each other in the power chain systems. Further the

points should be noticed:

installation of the cables and predection tubes in the power drag

1. Where at and round cables are mixed in one drag tray, then
these should be installed loosely next to one another. The guide
stays should be installed between the cables laid side by side.
Try and avoid placing different sizes of round cables next to one
another. Due to the limited space relationship cables arranged
one above the other, frame stays are to be installed.

2. The cables must be installed with guide stays, dividers or in
separate hole stays so as to move freely in the drag tray guides.
As free space for the cables in the guide stay should be at least
10% of the cable Ø.

3. Always ensure that the cable can follow the drag trays motions
without appearing to be forced.

4. If the cables are to be installed in the drag tray in layers then it
is important to check upon installation that the cables are laid in
such a way that they do not block eachother when the drag tray
alters direction.

5. Cables should always be installed in nonkinking and nontwisting
at position into the dray trays. The cables must be reeled down
tangential from the reels or drums the cables should not be lifted
up in twisted or looping form over head. Before the installation,
the cables must be laid in straight and non-twisted form on plane
surface. The cables must have an additional length of at least 10%
of the whole length so that these can be laid freely without twisting
in drag chains.
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Questionnaire for energy drag chains
Company

Installation site

First name, Name

Kind of machine

Street, No.

In operation since

Postal Code, Place
Phone / Fax
E-Mail

Download Questionnaire for Energy Drag Chain Systems:

Sender

1. Drag Chain-Parameter

4. Environmental-Parameter

1. Chain length/chain width
2. Chain pitch
3. Bending radius
4. Guide stays existing

m/mm
mm
mm
[ ] yes

1. Operating temprature
2. Kind of chemical influences

5. Frame stays existing
6. Layout/Installation

[ ] yes
[ ] no
[ ] horizontal [ ] vertical

[ ] no

°C

3. Other environmental influences

2. Installation and Movement-Parameter
1. Movement distance (max.)
2. Speeds

m
m/s

3. Acceleration

m/s2

4. Frequency per time unit

x/h

5. Average movement distance/cycle m
6. Daily working duration
h
7. Feeding at mid of moving distance [ ] yes
8. Addtional weight/chain
kg

L
L
2

[ ] no

L
2

R

3. Cable-Parameter
Fix bracket
Festanschluss
EE

1. Cable length (total)
2. Cable length (mobile)
3. Number of cables
4. Cable clamping without strain

m
m
n
[ ] yes

[ ] no

5. Number of cores per cable
6. Cable screened

n
[ ] yes

[ ] no

[ ] yes

[ ] no

7. Cable halogen-free

No.

Part-No.

L = Movement distance
R = Radius
E = Distance between cable entrance
and mid of moving distance

Cable type

No. cores/cross-sec.

You can dowmload the Questionnaire for Energy Drag Chain Systems simply
under: www.helukabel.de/Questionnaire-Energy.pdf

Notes

1.
2.
3.
4.
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energy conduit
6. In case that is not possible to lay the cables as described under
, in order to lay several multi core high exible cables with an
outer diameter < 10 mm, we recommend the use of a guiding
tube, in which these cables should losely laied. This tube is than
integrated into the drag system. The cross section of this tube
has to be much larger as the sum of the cross sections of the
cables. For the free movement of the exible energy conduits,
the guide or divider stays must be installed.

7. In case that pressure- or hydraulic tubes are integrated in
a power drag system, those should be able to expand and to
shrink under alternating charges without interrupting the
functionability of the drag system.

8. In order to maintain a balanced running of the drag chain it is
necessary to ensure that the weight of the cables inside is divided
up evenly, with the heavier cables installed on the edges and the
lighter types in the middle. All cables must be securely xed at
one end of the drag chain. Thus assuring that the cores are
securely fastened to one side with the other, open, side allowing
enough slack to take up the drag chain’s motion. Generally it is
recommended, if possible, not to use cables with a multi layer
construction, e.g. >25 cores, but to split the necessary number
of conductors over several cables.
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